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er state
esident dies

Morality laws before Assembly

E -. Thomas Hurley Jordan,
r 72. forfuer president of the
_ r bn.sas Baptist State Conven- !:' died Feb. 9 at his home in '
e Goodhope. community. He was
pastor of Antioch Church at GravRidge (Bradley County) at the
tUne of his death.
Mr. Jordan served two terms as
president of the convention, after
having served several years as vice
president and also chairman of the
executive board. He was a member
of the Board of Trustees of Ouachita College and also served on the
boards of the Ba~tist Hospital and
the Arkansas Baptist Home for
Children.
·
He received an honorary doctor·
of divinity degree from Ouachita in
1952. During Mr. Jordan's 54
years in the ministry he served
Park Place Church at Hot Springs,
Dermott First. Helena First, and
Van Buren First. His first pastorate was at Antioch.
·
Mr. Jordan, a native of Monti: cello, was educa,ted at Ouachita and
Southwestern .Seminary.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Idelle McKinney Jordan; two sons,
Thomas Hurley Jordan, Jr., , of
Oklahoma City and Lt. David Nelson Jordan with the Marine. Corps
at Little· Rock; a daughter, Mrs.
Catherine Hatton, missionary to
Brazil; three brothers, Leslie, Jack
and Hunter Jordan, all of Montieello; and a sister, Miss Ethel Jordan of Monticello. (DP)
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By LEE I. DANCE
I

\

(Legislative secretary, Christian Civic Foundat ion of Arkansas)
THE machinery of the A.rkan~as General Assembly is grinding
away and before we realize it the 64th session will have been completed.
Much legislation has been enacted already, but that which we are
watching carefully is that which pertains to the morality of the people
of our state. There is given herewith a resume of several bills that we
need ,to either get pass~d or have defeated.
Those bills which we need to support are as follows :
HB 49, Galyean of-Bento'n County. This bill would lower the present
possession limit of liquor in ,"pry"
territories from one gallon to 1/ 5 The enactment of this legislation
would permit the sale of 3.2 pergallon·.
cent beer In any terr itory of our
HB 116, Murphy of Ashley state.
County. This bill is designed tb
HB 254, Nance of Crittenden
create a special division of the state
Couflty, would make it unlawful
police to investigate and prosecute
for any non-resident corporation,
continuing gambling Ia~ violations
associations, or individua).s to sell
in any area of our state. This is I
or deliver pubfications, newspaone of tHe most needed pieces of
pers, magazines, etc. in Arkansas if
legislation that has confronted the such publications refuse to publish
state legislature in years.
any lawful, paid advertisement
'
submitted
by any lawful enterpr~se
HB 126, Evans of Van Buren
in
Arkansas,
providing the publiCounty. This would prohibit the
advertising' of alcoholic beverages cation normally receives paid adby television within the state ·of vertising. This bill would prohibit
the distribution of out of state reArkansas.
ligious and secular publications
HB 250, Hammons of St. Fran- which do not carry liquor advel'cis Cot1nty,, provides for blood-test- tising.
ing to determine alcoholic content
HB 310, HoweU of Phillips Counof vehicle operators apprehended
ty, provides for the changing of
and suspicioned of drunken · drivthe present local option law's for
ing.
elections on the sale of alcoholic
.
.
HB 303, McKennon of Logan beverages. This bill is so designed
County, prohibits the use of. pin- that it would give the " wet" forces
ball machines which may be used the privilege of calling an election
for gambling.
in any ward, precinct, township,
municipality, or county for the sale
'The following bills have been inof alcoholic beverages. This legtroduced which would be detrimenislation, if enacted, would in eftal to the welfare of our state:
fect provide for the possibility of
HB 35, Cottrell of Pulaski Coun- numerous alcoholic beverage outty, would prohibit the possession of lets in e~ch of our "dry" counties.
any alcoholic beverage in any
HB 320, liopson of Desha Coun"dry" territory. This bill, if enty, Thompson of Poinsett County,
acted, w<;>uld force many of the
and Schoenfeld of Garland County,
present "dry" territories to become would deny to "dry" counties \with"wet."
in our state any revenue received
HB 216, Nance of Crittenden
County, would define the term "intoxicating liquor" to mean any alcoholic beverage containing mo·re
than 2.3 percent alcohol by weigh_~.

from the sale of alcoholic beverages. This legislation, however,
does not provide for the "wet "
counties having the sole responsi(Continued on page 20)
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The Editor's Page

Invincible incurables
. By J. KELLY SIMMONS
Editor, California Southern Baptist
We are invincible incurables.
This may seem a paradoxical statement but
please hang on until we can tell our story.
Several years ago .my wife bec'ame a victim of
multiple sclerosis. They said to her, "There is no
known cure. It will not kill you but will cripple
1
you.''
.
Since that day I have watched her fight to stay
on her feet and remain active. There came the
day of the cut chin, then abrasions of the· face, a
broken leg, a cut over the eye and innumerable
bruises-all from falls. Each time I witnessed this
intrepid soul as she waited for healing, and then
again she was busy. She dreaded only one thing-a
wheel chair. The broken leg necessitated the use of
one, but even then she kept her house; <lOoking and
using the vacuum from her chair. She has never
<>'iven
up. . Though she walks . with some difficulty,
~
. -~
she walks,
I have served as her leanmg support over some
of the roughe·r ground, and often I have jokingly
admonished, ''Now do not let me fall.'' Her answer
has always been a smile.
'
What courage she has had, and what an inspi.ration to all who have witnessed her never ending
struggle to walk and work
· ·
· . .
.
·
I expected fully to be her hfebme leanmg post,
· t 1
h
bu t recently I h. ave ha d t o b egm
o ean on er.
They' said to me one day, "You have cancer. There
·
k
I1
a·· - - you may rIVe WI.'th. .a
~~.no now me Ica1 cure.
fmr degree of normalcy for year.s, but eventually It
can take your life.''
Have you ever had that said t'o you T·. That
night lo<'came real human but finally in the dafk
· abyss of physical su'f_fering and mental anguish I
cri<~d out for the light-and it came. God revealed
some · things. to me, and then I slept with the
sedative of tlw Holy Spirit coursing· body and soul.
The next morning I heard the familiar sliding
gait of my courageous companion coming down the
hall. Enterino· my hospital room she said ''Kelly
O
· I am certain you
are g·oing home and back to your
work. God told me so.''
My reply· was~ "I now join you. We- will be
invincible incurables.''
·who knows but that in our lifetime cures may
be found for these two diseases as well as others
that baffle medical science y If we prayed as in. tensively f'or this miracle for all mankind as we
p11ay for the restoration of the health of. a single
I
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loved one or friend it would surely happen. Nothing
is impossible with God.
Be that as it may in full c9mpliance with God 's
will we are submissive. One lesson we have learned
which transcends all othets. That' lesson is that .no
one man knows when his time shall come, arid if he
is in Christ there should . be no dread of death.
· Many who walk the streets o,f men today and who
are apparently strong and healthy carry within
their bodies that which could suddenly erupt into
''an incurable malady.''
Paul said, "For me to live is Christ,· to die is
gain." Edna a;nd I accept this as our philosophyfor it is truth.
Our only real problem has been in the use ,of the
titne left for us. We wish above all things -to be
useful. Somehow we have been assured that though
we may b~ physically handicapped we can selve
each other, our fellow man and God.
Grady Cqthen, our California leader and one of
God's greats, visited my bedside and said, '' Ke~ly,
we want you to come home. This has not harmed
either y~mr ]llind or your hear,t and it is with these
that you do your work." What a comfort that has
been.
..
Life now has fuller meaning. We will live until
God calls us home and we will dedicate our fullest
' capacity to · maki~g the most of every allotted
mom-ent
'
· . .
.
.
· I have, m tu~es past, witnessed :r_nuch suffermg
and death and wmced under the tragic subsequen~e.
I have be~n through the chaos of war and ship
Wiieck. I have been victimized by the terrible onl
'ht f S t
d ·
E h
a· t · 1
s aug s o
a an an sm.
ac succee mg ria
h t
th d
f 'th · G d b t b r
. ass reng ene my ai m 0 . ' u e lOVe me,
never have I seen more clearly-His eternal purpose
for man as in this immediate struggle.
.
.
·
These malad1es that my beloved and I have may
be tempora~ily. incura?le but they will not conquer
-us. Real fmth m God. Is unconque.rable. In. our day
men need to lear:n this truth. I.f It takes the shadows to teach us, may. we walk m the shadows.
·what of tomonow¥ It is meaningless without
God and with6ut eternal purpose. My beloved and
I have made a pact to serve today with maximum
effort and leave the tomorr~ws co;npletely .in the
hands of God. Our prayer IS ''GIVe us this day
our d a1'lY b read · "
Could all this be a lesson to our generation T
The fears of Communism,· socialism, modernism,
liberalism and clericalism will fade into the background of hazy memories if we are so fortified with
faith and divine purpose. Against such fortification
''the gates of hell cannot prevail.''
Dedicated to such, men will solve the problems
of the broken home, juvenile delihquency, alcoARKANSAS BAPTIST

holism. the narcotics traffic, corrupt polities, and
rising crime waves. The answer to these seemingly
incurable cancers of society is to believe God implicitly and submit to His will-But use every
precious moment with which He has endowed us to
serre Him and H is creation with maximum usefulness.
Physicians, surgeons and nurses have done their
best for us in our dilemma. Their purpose is to
make us as comfortable as possible until · medical'
science makes the inevitable breakthrough. We
thank G~d for th'em and pray for them and their

~~~
,~~.·
THERE are lots of available Bibles
and New Testaments on the market
now. The most of them are written by
- - - - -.........,; scholars who go back
to the original languages ~ the Greek
a nd the Hebrew.
And many of · the
writers are endeavt
oring to give us the
Scriptures ' in
the
everyday
language
of our times. Wonder
what a Bible would
read like if, instead,
some writer Telated
ERWIN L.
it to the daily living,
rather than the present-day l!lnguage.
ID other word.s , what would a Bible
read like that showed not . only what
tbe work is according to the ancient
lauguages, but how the word is t ranslated in the lives of ordinary, 20th
Century Christians?
Here are a few examples of what I
ilave in mind : (The italics will constitute the modern translations a s found
the lives of so many of us.)
Abstain from all appearance of evil
i Thessalonians 5 :21.)
Dtnt't get caught.
'n.erefore when thou doest thine alms,
.ot sound a trumpet befor:e thee, as
ltypocrites do in the synagogues and
lite streets. . . ( Mt. 6 :2a).
ut tell ev erybody about 'it and put
the pape1·s.
Lay not up for yourselves treaRures
..,.. earth. . • (Mt. 6:19).
Live it up o;., y ou.1· c1·edit ca1·ds!
S.t seek ye first the Kingdo~ ~f
and his righteousneS's .. • (Mt. 6:33)
··• ,. 1/0tt'v,e got you1' n est egg laid
8fo1·e and, have. ton 1. down yow·
alfd built bigger ones.
~fore a ll things whatsoever ye
that men should do to you, do ye
so to them .. . (Mt. 7:12).
· ~rt'rybody tlr ~ way Ire f1·rats you ;
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fellows in research. W e believe this therapy
also be applied to our times in our world.
Yes, Edna and I are incurables now- but conquered T No, never! "And we know that all things
work together for good to them that love God, to
them who are the called according to His purpose."
So .mote it be with all suffering humanity.

• • •

EDITOR.'S NOTE: Editor Simmons died Feb.

1. His editorial is reproduced in the hope that some
other sufferer may find in it an encouragement and
the means of victory as did he.-ELM

be good to the ones that a1·e good to
you.
But thou, when thou •fastest. . . (Mt.
6:17)
A bout the only fasting being done
these •days is that done by the Met?·ecal
d1·inke1's,
Thou shalt not commit adultel'y (Mt.
5:27b)
Except on the q. t·.
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself (Mk. 12:31).
P1·ovided, of con1·se, that he is lovable,
well-heel<'d, highly respected, educaf.ed,
and the l'ight 'colo1·.

The Cover

EARLY on an ,April morning, in
1961, strange sounds from the
grounds adjacent to my hotel in
Jerusalem·, Jordan, floated up to
my ears. Running to a window to
s~e what was happening, I saw
what was to me a rather strange

sight. A shepherd was taking his
flock of sheep and a few goats out
to pasture. I grabbed my camera
and made his picture.
I was reminded by the scene of
the words of our Lord :
"I am the good shepherd : the
good shepherd giveth his life for
the , sheep . . .
"My sheep hear my voice. arid I
kno)¥ them, and they follow me:
"And I give unto them eternal
life; and they shall never perish,
neither ·shall any man pluck them
out of my hand.
j'My Father, which gave them
me, is greater than all ; and no man
is able to ph{ck them out of my
.Father's hand.
· "I and my father are one."John 10:11, 27 ~30
What a wonderful thought it is
that the Lord Himself is my Shepherd.
Whether you are thousands of
miles away from home,' as I was
th~t day, or by your own fireside
and among your friends ana loved
ones, it is a_ great assurance we
Christians can claim in Psalm 27 :1
"The Lord is my light and my
salvation; whom shall l- fear? the
Lord is the strength of my life; of
whom shall I be afraid?"-ELM

i
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Courtship, lt1arriage and the Home
. .

,

'Letters,
we get Letters . . . .
,

Presently the silence was broken with,
"Daddy how do you , spell receive?"
'.' Uh-h-h, let's see. I'm not sure,
Honey, whether it is i.e, or ei. I'll
look it up in the dictionary for you
in just a minute."
There was a moment's pause.
Then the s&me little-girl voic~
asked:
.
"Daddy, if you can~t spell, how
come yotl'-re mayor!" 1

* * *

LET'S take a breather from
problems this week.
Your kind letters of appreciation for our page grew into a generous eollection, in the course of
1962.
Thought you might like to share
these bits from three that are typi:.
.cal ; and to be aesured again that.
your every communication is deep-'
ly ,appreciated.

• • •

frien,ds and families we know.
.
"The 'Courtship, Marriage, and
the Home' page makes the whole
paper worthwhile.
"My h'tisbl:lnq has registered for
his last year in the Seminary.- At
last graduation day is in view. It
just doesn't seem possible, but we
are really anxious for it-even
though it is a little frightening,
too."
· :_A Young Pastor's Wife

• • •

"One ·week last summer when
.our Ar~ansas Baptist arrived, I did
"I read 'Courtship, Marriage and
as I always do-turned immediate- the Home' in every issue of the
ly to 'Courtship, Marri'age and the ·· A·?'kansas Baptist. •
Home'. It was the one about the
"I •think it is wonderful.
mother writing notes to her chil"I especially liked the article endren.
·
titled, 'Is Danci~g Wrong?'. It was
"Since both of mine are at the the most llelpful answer to that
age when even a suggestion offered question I've ever read."
in a swe~t tone is often taken as a
-A Slincere Teenager
•, * •
'gripe', I thought: Now this notewriting is for me.
Then I have loved the stories
"The next morning my two were eoncerning your children. Like
sitting in the living room.
these.
"I presented my daughter with
Six-year-old Randy is his little
the following:
si.ster's trusted ·source of knowl·.,
"Please clean your room now. edge.
Pass this on to you1· b1·othe1·.
One evening recently they were
Thanks loads. Mother.
in. the midst of an ·lnformativ~ ses"Without a vvord she goes .in'to sion when, evidently, she asked
her room and cleans it, then·hands him a tough q,u estion.
me this:
·
For he replied :
"I don't know, Sandy. You'll
"'I se'e you read 'Courtship,
Marriage, and the Home'., f:oQ. have to ask God that one!"

You're welcome!"
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THE CHILDREN'S SONG
"Land of our Birth, we pledge to
thee
Our love and toil in the years
to be;
When we are grown and take our
place, .
As men and women with our
race.

"Teach us Delight in sim:ple things,
And Mirth that has no bitter
springs;
Forgiveness free of evil done,
And Love to all men 'neath the
sun!"
-RJ.ldyard Kipling
Next week we will resume our
questions and answers.
Y'our communicat~ons are the
ma.in artery to our page's life.
Y'all write!

• "' *

"Sometimes you cari't win at .
The mayor of one of our Arkanthis game!" .
sas towns was reading his home-A Happy Mother town, afternoon paper.
"'
"Mrs. Mayor" was clearing the
"It is so nice to get the Arkan- dishes 'after the evening meal.
sas Baptist each week," way o1:1t
Their daughter, a second-grader,
here in Texas. and to read abQut was getting her homework.

. .

A five-year-olct had gone to
spend sometime with his grandmother.
Since his arrival at his grandmother's home, he had been hearing more than usual about how God
gives us the sunsh-ine, God sends
the rain, ¥e pas control over the
whGle earth.
One morning the little boy
waked to see snow falling...__a new
experience for him.
Hopping out of bed, he' ran over
to the window and called out :
"Turn it on, God. Turn it <;m !"

Mrs. J. H. Street

[Mail shou.fd be a.dd?·essed _to
M1·s. St1·eet at No. 3 Fai1·mont,
TAttle Rock,, Ark.]
ARKANSAS BAPTIST
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TH E PEOPLE SPEAK

I
THE -'linlf and senten<e structure in thl•
. , . . _ _ t are those of the writers. The only ,
. . . . _ ef letters to the editor is the writinJ of
..,...,. and, occasionally, deletion of parts that
are resarded as essential.

leanings from the
Greek New Testament
V. Wayne Barton

Missions out-West

When repentance

real

THE grandeur and beauty of the
LS.
Great West is not its .only appealing
REPENTANCE
_
has
its
positive
What, then, is this positive as&c:tor. People are there who need tlje
pect of repentance whereby one
BOSJMll. This, the men from our Stafie , as well · as its negative aspects.
Baptist Brotherhood learned last shm- Sadly, w~' sometimes emphasize begins to "fulfill all righteousmer.
the former more than the latter. ness"? At the risk of oversimpliTrinity Church, Berikleman, Nebr., But, to be sure. conviction of sin, fication, it could be reduced to a
illustrates the needs ~nd problems of the
commitment. This, of
West. About 30 members constitute this , which is the chief n~gative aspect word:
dnrrch, which was organized, August, of repentance, .is tremendously im- course, is another name for faith.
1961. It is in a building program and por,t ant. This was the dominant • So, some would argue that comaeeds financial aid to complete the work. theme 6f John the Baptist.and his mitment is not a part of repen'l'be Baptist Foundation of Colorado has "baptism of repentance."
Yet tance but rather follows subseloaned tliem $15,000. They need $15,000
John
himself
pointed
the
way
to
a quently to it. By ways of analysis,
more to finish the structure.
that's one way of stating it. But,
Tho!K! who know, the work say Pastor superior bapti&m of'the Spirit.
A- F. Kostanowski, fdrmerly engaged in
in .fluman experience, conviction
However, John was confronted
conatruction work and real estate, will
and commitment are not so easily
cU the most out of the money loaned. with a~ ~mbarassing dilemma distinguishable.
He has built three church buildings and , when the innocent Jesus requesfed
The New Testament terT which
remodeled three more before coming -to _hi's baptism. John was troubled ,
ordinarily is translated "repent~
Trinity. The work under his. ministry is
croWing; [9 await liaptism, but wa~t. because he knew that Jesus could ance" means "a process of renot offer the usual nega_tive "fruits thinking.'' Today, we probably
lleptism in their own baptistry. t
Benkleman is located in western N e- of repentance." Jesus salvaged the would employ ·t he term "reorien:llnska, population 1500. Seven hundred situation by placing a positive in11DChurched residents live within the terpretation on John 1s baptism ' of tation." And that is the very
point. Repentance involves a turncity limits. It is a county-seat town ·
Quite Literally, he ing from but also a turning to,
aud serves a surrounding populatton of repentance.
said: "It is fitting for us to f-ul- else it is not distinctively ·chris3.,500; two thousand of these · are undmrched. The principle occupation is fill all ?'Whteousnes's in this {llahtian.
farming and related activities.
ner" ~Matthew 3 :15),
·
,Copyrl~rhi 1!162, by V. WRyne I!Rrton,
The Home Mission Board of the
Southern Baptist Convention will make
- e necessary loan to the church, if a number, there are those who are mem- "calling out the called." or· it may be
march or churches will undery.rite it. bers, and also gradua-tes of Ouachita, that a g-ood "Follow through'' with In-An Arkansas Pastor
who have .the convictions that it is the termediat~s and Young People 1s not
,I
best College the State has to offer, and
maintained. This seems to be critical
they'
take
great
pride
in
the
fac·
t
that
because
as teenaget·s most of us receiv~
Papers av.ailable
they are Bapti.st and ·a graduate of a
the Spirit's call. More attention can be
I RAVE saved all my Arkansas. Bap-' gt,eat chris-tian College such as Ouachita. given to older t~enagers .to encourage
Newsmagazines. I have now around
I am sending this Item, that you may keeping- alive the earlier impressions.
--..;; and if you should have any calls for
use
a par.t or all of this in your paper,
During- the month of February, Bap·
- of these let me know and I would be
" to pass them on t~ some one wbo as you wis·h. - Elmer E. Linton, 'Box tist Education leaders are asking that
some emphasis be given in our churches
aid like to have them. Thanks-Mrs. -23, Bluffton
. to this area of life commitment. More
, B. Gilchrist, Rt. 4, Box 69, Hot
money can always be used in- every
Cht·istian endeavor. More importantly,
Calling the called
at this period, do we need to see that
fton OBC gifts
· 'IT is common lfnowledge that there more men (and women) must come
~ · SSIBLY, this
article has never has been some recent decrease in the forth if the gospel of Christ is to be
number of young- people entering full heard all ovet . the world.
~- your office. Due rto the fact
time church related vocations. This would,
it was mailed direct to Ouachi-t a
All persons offering- themselves for
p.
have its first result in the number of 'full time Christian service, in the local
such persons entering our cqlleg-es and churches, as missionaries, or as denomi~ was called to the attention of Bluff~
Baptist Chu-rch, thart; the Endowment seminaries. Why a fewer number of national leaders can receive tqe most
""""--•·gn · was behind in their collec- Baptist young people seem to be offer· excellent training- in Baptist Colleges
The Church voted to contribute ing themselves has marty answers. Per· · and Seminaries. These institutions which
..• There was also another $i-OO.OO haps one of these should have some are out~s have no equals for maintaining
.~...,......,ted by the L.B. Furgerson fami- attention at this time.
and extending our kind of life and
are membN1s of Bluffton church,
As . a pastor, I am one who feels fellowship. - James F. Brewer, Pastor,
npress a deep interest for the wei- most responsible in that perhaps I h!ilve First Baptist Church, Helena, and Presi; Ouachita Colleg-e.
been derelict in my duty ..it is possible dent Southern Seminary Alumni, Arkanthough our church is smali in that I have not beE-n positive enqugh in sas Chaptet·.
UARY -14, 1963
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Arkansas All Over--------'-------""-"1
Chaplain at school

R. A. Hill ioins
Mission Department

Arkans.a s briefs
MEL Mintz, Little Rock so
evangelist, was soloist at the Alabama Evangelistic Conference, Jaa
28-29, He also was guest singer ·
Ridgecre::~t Church, Mol'ltgomen
Ala., Sunday, Jan. 27.
·

REV. R. A. H.ill, pastor of High
Street Church, Somerset.. Ky., has
been employed as an associate in
the Department of Missions by
the Arkansas Baptist Convention.
His work will be primarily with
MRS. J. T. Harville, missi011
rural churches and mission RtationR worker who is. going with her husin leading them to enroll in the band soon t9 Guadalajara, Mexico
Church
Development Ministry was honored recently by the ImProgram.
manuel Cht'trch WMU at LitU.
·The churches and missions Rock. The meeting was deRignated
which receive supplementary aid as "Cathel'ine Harville Day." ·
on pastors' salaries will have first
REV. and Mrs. Earl G. Goatche~
claim on Mr. Hill's services. Under .
medical
missiunar~· ·appointees t•
the. Church Development Ministry
Program, churches will undergo a rhailand, spoke recently to the Puself-analysis with plans for self laski County Federation of Busidevelopment. Each church will ness Women's Circles at a quartertake stock of its p_ossibilities, and 1~ meeting in Baring Cross Church
present facilities and determine North Little Rock. ' The Rev. Mr.
CAPTAIN KUESPERT
'
what its future opportunities
are Goatcher, native of Fornrosa, Ark_
1
and former' assistant industrial
CAPT. John H. Kuespert, chap- and what objectives shoul d be set manager for Little Rock Cham ber
lain, is attending the chaplain's up,
of Commerce, will be administrator
Mr. Hill is a native of Tucker- for t~e new Baptist hospital in
care~r course at U.S. Army Cha-plain's School, Ft. Hamilton, ·Brook- man, Ark. He was converte:l after Bang){!a.
lyn, N.Y.
becoming a mature man with a
CALVARY Church. North Litfa:mily.
He is a graduafe of New
The captain's mother is Mrs. .
.
tle
Rock, reports 62 childre'n enOrleans
Seminary.
Edith Rowland of Little Rock. His
rolled
during one month at its
wife, the former Miss Kathleen
For eight ~'ears he was associaSpringfield of Little Rock, and ted with the ·Department of Mis- new Cradle Roll Departmeht. Mrs.
their children are now at El Paso, sions as rural evangelist, before Robert Scott, ~:;uperintendent. i~
Tex.
accepting the pastorate in 1 Ken.,. · assisted by nine workers. As a
This is the second class of ca- tuck r. Under his leadership in result of this new Sunda~· School
reer chaplains to be enrolled at Ft. eight· years the church has made department several ~'0\lllg couples
Hamilton since the school was ded- great progress in numbers, finan- have united with the church.
icated in September, 1962, to train ces and ma~erial assets.
BARBARA Richardson of Little
future supervisory staff chaplains.
A large educational building has Rock is one of nine st udents to
The class with an enrollment of 38 beel). erected and man~· steps of
began in January and will end progress made. He has served on attain a ::;traight, " A'' average to
make the dean's fir~t list at Clar ke
May 22.
the Somerset Hospital Board, as Memorial College, Newton, Miss.,
Captain Kuespert, a graduate of moderator of his association and for the first semester.
Ouachita College and Southwest- on other impo,rtant 'committees.
ern Seminary, formerly made his
S. C'. SWINNEY of Jonesboro is
Mr. Hill will assume his new
home in Little Rock, where he was duties the latter part of Fel.>ruary serving as inte!'im pastor of First
ordafned by the First Church. He and maintain his residence in Lit- Church, \\'einer. l\lr.. Swinney unwas pastor of Central Church, Min- tle Rock.
derwent major surger~· several
'
eral Springs, before entering the
month~ ago and report!' he is now
army chaplaincy in 1956.
in excellent health;
\
His new duty station after gradBOBBY
F.
Bass
and
Billy
Mer,uation will be Hawaii.
'
BOB Duffer, native of Mem- rell we1·e ordained, a:) deacons of
phis and a former student at Beech Street Church, Te:l{ai'kana,
The greatest amount ever given Ouachita College has been awarded at the morning worsnip service
by First Church, Batesville, for the first prize in the ·Marin County Jan. 27.
Lottie Moon Christmas offering (Calif.) Visitors Bureau photo conREV. A. F. Wall, pastor at
was reported Jan. 27 when the con- test. Mr. Duffer, a . student at
tribution, sponsored ,by the W om- Golden Gate Seminary ... won an all Winslow. Washingt.o11rMarlison A~
an's Missionary Union totalled $4,... expense paid trip for two to sociation, has accepted the call of
008.Q4.
the Liberty Church a~ Dutch Mills.
Hawaii.
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North Maple Pastor

Jack Rowe killed
. JACK Rowe, 38, a native of
Nashville, Ark., and a graduate of
Ouachita College, died Jan. 31 in
a Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
hospital following
a traffic accident
-the previou~ Saturday.

served as director.
He had appeared in the Town
and Gown ·production of "Student
Prince," playing one of the lead
roles.
Howard College President Leslie
S. Wright, said, "The entire college
family was shocked and saddened
to learn of Mr. Rowe's death ...His
death is a tragic loss to Howard
College and to our entire community. As professor of voice and
director of the Male Chorus, Mr.
Rowe demonstrated his outstanding talents and ability in a multitude of ways.. ."

Mr. Rowe, assistant professor
of music at Howard College in Birmingham, was reJ~CK ROWE
turning f rom a
music conference in, New Or.leans
He is survived by his wife, two
when the crash occurred n e a r
Tuscaloosa. Also injured in the sons and a daughtE\r.
wreck were Mrs. Rowe, who is
REV. H. W, TAHnR
· now· in Caraway Methodist HospiDR. James Luck, chairman of
THE Rev. Harold William Tay- tal 'in Birmingham, and Steve the division of Fine Arts at Ouachior. former pastor of Bethel Nelson, also of the music departta €ollege, will attend the Music
Church, Little Rock, 'has accepted ment faeulty.
Teachers National Association bie eall as pastor of North Maple
In addition to attending Ouach- ennial convention in C h i c ago
Church, Stuttgart, and is now 011 ita, Mr. Rowe was a graduate of March 10-13.
e field.
S o u t h e r .n Seminary School of
Mr. Taylor holds a B.A. degre_e_ Church Music and attended Indi_rom Ouachita College and a B.D. ar1a · University. In Birmingham,
FIRST Church, Lavaca, sponegree from Southwestern Semi- he lived at 2421 Woodmere Drive. sored a banquet for the Juniors and
-.ry. He has done post' graduate
Well known in• Birmingham for Junior workers of the Sunday
studies in chemistry and mathe- his recitals at the Birmingham School and Training Union De. .tics at Little Rock University. Art Museum, Mr. Rowe had ap- partments recently, with 65 presOctober, 1962, he completed a peared in <;Oncerts, opera and on ent. The pastor, Rev. Doyle L.
ear of clinical education in pas- television and radio. He organized Lumpkin, spoke on the theme
nl care at Arka.nsas Baptist the Howard Male ' Chorus and ."When I Grow Up."
spital under the supervision of
bon Corley.
Former pastorates include Park
Church, Arkadelphia; youth
"'edor and associate to Dr. Dale
iing, Second Church, Little
· · a nd Bethel Church.
nile in college Mr. Taylor was
: in youth work and music.
r . Taylor is the former Miss

Love of Little Rock. She is
duate of Arkansas Baptist
:'ita) School of Nursing. They
three children, Laura Lee 1 3;
2; and Joel, 1. The family
at 209 West' Huron, Stutt-

Correction
Mills was inadvertently
· the list of contributors to
chita Endowment Fund
ed in the A1·kansas Bap24. Eagle Mills cpnt.rib-:; to the fund.
14. 1963

DISCUSS CONFERENCE-Rev. Jesse Reed (second from right)
and Dr. C. E,. Autrey look over the plans .for the convention-wide
evangelistic confe?·ence to be held in Dallas., July 2-4, 1963. Discussing
the plans w~~h them a·re Marvin Keenen (left) . and·L. C. Lord (right),
as:wciational chairmen of evangelism in Arkansas. Billy Graham will
be one of the featured speakers at the Conference. (Photo by Home
Bom·d.)
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Mrs. Moore dies

iYEW C,HVRCH-Trinity Church at Searcy, dedicated ?'ecently, is
untt of a four '!"ni~ building planned. The new •building seats
1~0 tn a temporarY_ audttonum. and has nine class rooms and complete
kttchen. Rev. nrr,vJ-d M. Stevens is pastm·.

the

~trst

Concord Association
By Werdna

McWilliam~,

Secretary

the mission into a church sometime in May. ,Norman Lerch is the
pastor of First Church, Boonevill~.
David Land, pastor of First
Barling, observed his first anniver~
sary on a recent Supday by receiving 11 by Jetter and 1 by baptism
making a total '>f 100 additions t~
the church during t):le year. On
this Sunday the· offering was nearly $600.00. During the year a new, ultra
modern auditorium was entered
and the old auditorium was made
into modern nurseries and depart. ments and rooms for. other age
groups. The church is now equipped to care for around 300 in Sunday School.I
E!lstside Church,. Ft. Smith, has
received n into its membership '
during the first eleven months of
the pastorate of Johnny Green.
A recent revival in the church
was conducted by Angel Martinez,
evangelist, and Kenneth Williams
Temple pastor, as singer. ·
'
Bruce McNeil, Jr., was the recipient recentl'y of the Distinguished Service Award from the
Ft. Smith Junior Chamber of Commerce. The award is made each
year to the Ft. Smith man between
21 and 35' years of ~ge' who is
considered to have made the greatest contribution to the city, his
business, hi~· church and his family.

MRS. Evie Simpson Moore, aged
68, of 312 West Eighteenth Street,
North Little Rock, wife of U. E.
Moore, a former
mayor Qf North
Little Rock, died
Tuesday at a Little . Rock ftosyital.
She
was
born at Vilonia
(Faulkner County) and had lived
at North Little
Rock 44 years.
She was a member of the CenMRs. MOORE
tral
Bapt ist
Church and the Fidelas Bibte Class.
She and Mr. Moore recently observed their golden wedding anniv-ersary.

Thomas Dove, who has been pastoring the Palestine Church, East
Other survivors ·include a son
Qf Greenwood, during the past 18
Cyrus MQore of North Little Rock:
months, has accepted the pastorate
two brothers, Jesse Simpson of
of the Rye Hill Church, south of
Little
:Rock and T. ' J. Simpson of
Ft. Smith. D'ove succeeds J ~-A.
Phoenix,
Ari. ; five sisters, Mrs. E.
Baswell, wh(j) resigned several
B. Weed of Phoenix, Mrs. P. A.
weeks ago to accept First Church,
Brown of Turlock, Cal., Mrs. J. B.
Mansfield.
Evatt of Conway and Mr~. A. A.
Mr. Dove is a graduate of OuachDeBoard and Mrs. C. E. Gray, bQth
ita College and holds a flla.'ster's
of Vilonia.
degree from the . University of
Arkansas.
Before the Palesti~e Church he 1
served the Bethel and Carterville
Church. Murl'Walker is the pasChurches in Missouri, the Fruittor Qf this church.
dale Church in Dallas, Tex., and
Dallas Avenue and Westmoreland
Three Group Training Schools
Drlve Churches in Mena. He
for Sunday School Workers were
served Second Church, Arkadelconducted in the association during
phia, for nea-rly four years.
the first week in February. TeachThe Doves. have two children '
ers were provided in each school
Second Lt. Tontmie Dove stationed
for each age group.
on Okinawa and Joanie, age 10. ·
The schQols were held in Grand
Southside Mission in Booneville,
Avenue with Dr. Andrew Setliffe
E. G. Waddell pastor, 'fecently held
as dean; First, Greenwood, with
a note burning service with Jay
Elton Pennington acting as dean ;
W. C. Moore as the morning speakand First, Paris, with Norman
er.
Lerch serving as dean.
The mission was started nine
Lawson Hatfield and Mrs. Mary
years ago in a dwelling by Rev.
Humphrey from the Sunday School
C. C. Roberts, missionary, and
Department in Little Rock served
Fi·rst Church. Booneville, The
in the : Paris and Greenwood
Sunday School attendance has inschools
respectively.
Young McNeil is connected with
creased from around 17 to 117 and
his
uncle,
Troy
MeN
eil,
in
the
loan
the property has increased from
Mrs. Maxie Moore taught a large
an estimated $5,000 to around and insurance bwriness.
group of Juniors ~n 1 First, Ft.
$50,000.
.He serves as a deacon and as Smith, during their Bible Study,
Plans are being made to organize the treasurer of the Oak Cliff week in February.
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MR. SHAMBURGER

-

Shamburger graduates
THE Af'kansa.s Baptist Newsu,gazine has just learned that
Re'·· William Joseph (Bill) Sham~
urger, Little Rock, wa..'l among
Diose t·eceiving B ..D. degrees at the
mid-term gt'aduation exercises at
41thwestern Seminary recently. -,
Mr. Shamburger, the son of Mr.
Mrs. Frank Shamburger of
Little Rock, rec~ivecl his B.A. dep-ee from Ouachita College and
~ed four years in the U.S. Navy
-dore going on to complete his
-minary training. He is a voluneer fo.r foreign mission service .
Mrs. Shamburger, the former
-, Jean Lawhorn, of Paragould,
pes to begin language study next
· in preparation for mission
::nice in South America.
The Shamburgers have two sons,
ott, 5, and Steve, 4.

·ss. County Association
John D. G'eai-ing, Missionary
OTICES have been dispatched
the association to each Missis• county state. representative
senator urging a strong stand
.lli:nst legalized gamb!ing.' and the
«ted referendum permitting
ricts to vote on sale of liquors
thou gh the county may be
own's Chapel has two new
y School rooms and a kitchand is debt free.
'
·
~r Thompson was evangelist
e recent New Harmon reSince the revival has ended,
ARY 14, 1963

1

THE NEW LIBRARY at C1tllendale Fir·st Church, Ca.m den,
was dedicated .Jan. 27 at a ser·vice led l!!J the pastor·, Rev. Robert A.
Parke1'.. A denominaJionall-!J a}Jproved 'liln·a.I'Jf IUOI'ker·, M·rs. Mcu·gar·et
.fane Royer, .hom Midwestem Seminary lih1·arJJ .<rtaff, set u.p tlie
library. Seen at the rl1·diwf-ioJ) are (lr•ft lo ritJht.) .James. Williamson,
Wi11/'red J(eJt and G:rwl.!! ' Di.ron., oil llli: IIIIJt•/'1~ of flu~ U/!'I'U-1'!/ com:mittee,
and J!l'.~ ." Budd!! Hoo/H r, M1·.1.;. 1Jn1 u·ot)(7, McOullou,qh, M·r..'l. Ja:mes
Wolle, /iln·w ·ian aud Afl-i;. Hrw1p Hdntt't(., all l:dc~ff 1/leml,er.<;.
-

two have been 'saved and are awaiting baptism.
Charles Todd conducted the "revival at Blackwater.
Evangelists to hold revivals this
month include Bill Lewis at Carson Lake, Lester Thompson M
Clear Lake, W. 0'. Vaught, Jr., at
Blytheville First and Jimmy Lee
Stevens, pastor, at Lu~ora. .
REV. Ralph Davis, training union director, recently held a week's
study se~ies at Second Church, El
Dorado, covering the:fundamentals
of faith. Subjects included the
fundamentals of God, ·the nature of
man, eternal security of the. believer, the person of Christ, the person
and word of th~ Holy Spirit.

Hope Ass'n
By M. T. McGregor
Superintendent
\
'
.
SPRINGHILL Church lllas called
Rev. Hubert White of Nash, Tex.,
as pastor. He was ordained Jan.
27 by First Church, Nash.
DR. L. E. Hs:>lt is serving as interim pastor at Hickory Street
Church, Texarkana.

Coming revivals
REV. John Finn, pastor of Calvary . church, Hope, will be the
speaker at revival services Apr. 1-:7
at First Church, Nashville. Miss
Camille Bishop will be the singer.
(CB)
-

Religious art contest announced
A $250 FIRST prize will be
awarded the winner of ·the first
annual religious art exhibition to
be held in conjunction with the
Arkansas State'' Festival of Arts
May 5-17.
The P&intings must be "original art which is a sincere expression of man's religious faith." They
will be displayed at Pulaski Federal Savings Building, one of the
contest's sponsors. Other sponsors
are the festivai council and Arkansas Bible Telecourses,~ which is
offering the first prize. Other
cash awards· will be made, including a popular vote prize.

The paintings may be any style,
medium or technique, but must be
framed and ready for exhibition.
A width and height limit of five
feet per entry will be .imposed.
Only residents of Arkansas are
allowed 'to compete and only one
painting: may be entered by each
artist. Deadline for .delivery of
entries is April 26. Application
blanks will be · printed in the
Arkansas Baptist Ne·n·smagazine
at an early date.
All entries will be displayed. A
panel of qualified out- of- state
judges will select the winners.
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TO YOU
THOUSANDS
I
. .
. 01
ARKANSAS· BAPTIST READERS WHO KNO~
THAT DRINKING AND SMOKING ARE EVIL
,

.

•

I

You do not drink or smoke .. ~so why pay premiums for those\ who do

,N'EW AMERICAN
PAYS $}00 W-EEKLY.:.
I

.

.,

hospitai in the world .. Choose your
own! We pay in addition to any other
insurance you carry . And we pay
direct to you in cash ... tax free!
We send out :our payments to you Air
Mail Special so you have cash in hand
fast. And there is no limit on the number of times you can collect.

Why pay the penalty for those
who drink or smoke?
Every day you pick up the paper you '
read more .evidence that drinking and
smoking can shorten life. Because they
are among America's leading health problems-leading to cancer, heart trouble,
sinus trouble, liver trouble and many
other diseases- they're a prime cause of
the high premium rates most hospitalization plans charge. But why should you pay
the price for those who drink or smoke?
You no longer have to! Here's why.

Our rates are based
on your superiqr health
The new American Temperance Hospitalization Plan is not offered to drinkers
and smokers, because of ,the high rates
they cause. We can bring you a whole
new set of rates that are unbelievably
low because they're based on your good
health as a non-drinker and non-smoker.
Also, your American Temperance premiums can never be raised because you grow
older or ha.v e 'too many claims. Only a
general rate adjustment up or down could
affect your low rates!. And only y ou can
cancel your po)jcy. We cannot.
·

HERE ARE YOtfR AMERICAN
TEMPERANCE PLAN BENEFITS
1)

You receive $100 weekly~ven for. life
The very day you enter a hospital ytJil
begin> to get $100 a week cash ... as
long as you are hospita\ized, even for
/life! Good in any lawfully operated

2)

We cover all sicknesses
and accidents.
Your policy covers you for every conceivable kind of accident and sickness
except pregnancy; any act of war or
military service; pre-existing conditions; or hospitalization caused by use
of liquor or narcotics. Everything ·else
that. could possibly happen to you is
covered. You'll be protected as never
before,-at amazingly low rates!

3) Other benefits for loss within
90 days of accident
(as\described in policy)
We pay •$2,000· cash for. accidental
death. We pay $2,000 cash for lo!jS of
one hand, one foot, ot sight of one eye.
We pay $6,000 cash for loss of both
eyes, both hands, or both feet.

We invite close comparison
with any other plan.
There ,l'eally is no other plan like.. ours.
But compare our rates with others for
similar coverage. Discovet for yourself
what you save. And rememQer, there is
no limit on how long you sta:Y in the ho.spital, no limit on age, no limit on'the number of times you can collect! .

Here's all you do.
Fill out the applicati on at the rig
Notice the amazingly low rates! End
it in .an envelope and mail to Ameri
Temperance Associates, Box ~31 , Libe
ville, Illinois. Upon approval,. you will
your policy promptly by mail, and co
age begins at noon on the effective
of your policy. No salesman will
Don't delay!. Every day almost 50,
people enter hospitals. Any ·day, on
,t hem could be you. Protect yourself
fore it's too late!

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE
Read over your Policy carefully .
Ask your minister, law)ler: and
doctor td exam'ine it. Be sure it
p'r{Jvides exactly what w~ say it
does. Then,' if for any reason at
all :xou are not 100% satisfied.
just mail your policy back to us
within 30 days and we will _im1
mediately refund your entire p~
mium. No questions asked. Y~
can gain thousands of dollars.
you risk nothing.

Here at last is a new kind of hospitalization plan for non-drinkers
and non-smokers only! The rates are fantastically low because upoor risk" drinkers and smokers are excluded. And because your
health is superior ... there is absohitely no age limit, no physical "
examination, no waiting period. Only you can cancel your policy ...
and no salesman will ever call! Starting from the very first
day you enter any hospital... .,

TEMPERANCE PLAN
VEN FOR LIFE!
SE ND FOR YOUR POLICY . NOW BEFORE IT'S' TOO LATE!
.T•CHECK TAILE IELOW AND INCLUDE YOUR I
IMPORTAN
• nRST PREMIUM WITH APPLICATION
PIONEER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
300
._
POl
ATLOOK AT THESE
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE HOSPITALIZATION ·POLICY AMERICAN TEMPERANCE LOW RATES
87

APPLICATION TO

e (PLEASE PRINT)

.

'

.

-----------~__,____.._·~_ _,;___,_

.....__ _ _ _ _ _ __
...,_

zone_ _ County_ _ state,_ _ __

_ _ _ _ Date of Birth-,------:-:,......,.,.-..!......-----:..,.--.!..-...,.,...-;-___._
Month

Dliy

Yeer

n
Height
Weight._ _ _
·ary
RelationshiP•----11111 apply for coverage for the members of my family listed below:
NAME .

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

BENEfiCIARY

_

Pay Monthly
Ea~h child 18
and under pay~ 1

Each adult ,
19-64 pays
Each adult ·
65-100 pays

.

Pay Yearly

$280 528·
saao 538
$590 559

• tile best of your knowledge and belief, are you and all members listed above in good health
free from any physical impairment, or disease? Yes 0 · No 0
·- tile best of your knowledge, have you or any member above listed had medical advice or
11111ment, or have you or they been advised to have a surgical operation in the last five years? SAVE TWO MONTHS PREMIUM BY PAYING YEARLY!
0 No 0 If so, please give details stating·person affected, cause, date, name and...__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
11111ms of attending physician, and whether fully r~overed.

Mail this application with your first premium
to ··I
.

I_ nor any person listed above uses tobacco or alcoholic beverages, and I hereby apply
• Pll!lcy based on the understanding that the policy does not cover conditions triginating
ID its effecllv• date, and that the policy is issued solely and entirely in reliance upon the
answers to the above questions.
.
·
Signed:

X

-

AT

AMERICAN .
:
TEMPERANCE A-SS.OCIATES •:
I

Box 131, Libertyville, Illinois ·

:

-----------------------------------------------------------J

SBC News and Notes------------~------~~~~~--~
By the BAPTIST PRESS
"Life now has fuller meaning. We Lesch heads PR group
•
will live till God calls us home, and
WASHINGTON (BP)-Gom
we will dedicate our fullest capacT wo Bapttst

ity to making the most· of every al- R. Lesch, director, office of deno
lotted moment."
inational relations, Baptist Su
TWO well known Southern BapHe is survived by Mrs. Simmons·, day School Board, Nashville, is t
tist leaders - a state editor and a his second wife; and three daugh- new president of the Baptist P u
state executive secretary - -died ters and a son by his first wife,
lie Relations Association. He w
'all of whom live in Texas.
F e b. 1.
elected at the ninth annual wor
The editor, J. Kelly Simmons,
shop
here. He succeeas John
58, of the California Southern Bap- Masons give to Baylor ·
tist, died in Fresno, Calif., followBAYLOR University's J. M. Roberts, editor of Charity an
ing a long illness of cancer. The Dawson Studies in Church and Child?'en, North Carolina.
state secretary was Douglas M. State recently received a check for ·
Other officers are John Ea
Branch, of the North Carolina $5,000 from the southern jurisdicState Convention, who was killed tion of the Supreme Council of Seelig, assistant to the ~residen
instantly in a car-truck crash near Scottish Rite' Masonry.
Southwestern Seminary, progra
Ahoskie, N.C.
In a letter to Baylor professor ·vice president; Grady Sparkma
Dr. Branch had spoken earlier in Dr. James Wood, director of the pro.motion secretary of Louisian
the day at Chowan College (Bap- church-state studies, Luther A. Baptist Convention membershi
tist) at Murfreesboro, N.C., and Smith, Sovereign Grand Comwas on his way to hunt turkeys in mander of the Southern Scottish vice president; and Harry Koont~
the northeast part of the state, Rite Masons, said "This is another public relations director of Cali1
when the accident occurred. The contribution to further the cause fornia Baptist College, secretaryBranch car crashed into a truck of education in the area of church- · treasurer.
which stalled in its path. Dr. state separation to which Baylor
Branch died instantly of a broken University is making such a fine
The next annual Baptist publid
neck.
contribution."-Baylor News Re- relations workshop will be at Ft.
He had been secretary of the lease
, Worth, Texas, Jan. 22-24, 1964.
North Carolina convention ~ince
1959, having succeeded M. A. Huggins, retired. He. was pastor of
First Church, Rocky Mount, N.C.,
at the time of his election to the
· WASHINGTON (BP)-Baptists must apply their principles 'to
secretaryship.
modern life to give other people a clear picture of the denomination.
Survivors include Mrs. Branch,
In the viewer of general public opinion, Southern Baptists now
the former Miss Jessie Walker; give a split image on the race issue. This mars the image Baptists from
three children : Minnie Frances,
now Mrs. Ben Sutton, whose hus- America have on the mission fields abroad.
On c.hurch-state issues, non-Baptists sometimes see Baptists as
band is business manager of Chowselfish.
Baptists appear narrow-minded, unconcerned about the iman College; Jessica; 18, a student
of mankind.
provemeJ;It
at Meredith College, (Baptist), RaThese
comments
came from a three-member panel at the annual
leigh ~ ..and Douglas, Jr., 11.
Baptist
Public
Relations
Association workshop here.
·
Editor Simmons had been with
Erwin
L.
McDonald,
Little
Rock,
editor
of
the
A11·kansas
Baptist,
the California paper for nearly two
years. He had prevlously served as said, "Being a Baptist doesn't seem to make much difference in' raee
editor of two other state papers, relations. The Southern Baptist image at best is a split image.
"It is split between the resolution adopted at the 1954 Southern
the Baptist Beacon, of Arizona, and
Baptist
Convention and the practice of Southern .Baptists" in theiJI
the Rocky Mou·n tain Baptist, of the
daily
life.
(The 1954 SBC adopted a resolution ·supporting the Unite
Colorado Convention.
States
S,upreme
Court decision of school desegregation.)
He was an Army chaplain who
I.
N.
Patterson,
SBC missionary to, Nigeria, added:
received the Bronze Star for valor
"The thing that has done most to mar or hurt our image on t
in action as he participated in the
D-Day invasion of Normandy in mission field 'is the racial issue in the South."
He cited three instances in which African Baptists, studying :
World War U and he held the rank ·
of lieu.tenant-colonel in the Chap- the United States, were subjected to "indig,nities" while traveling .
·
·
lains Corps, in the Army Reserve, Southern states.
at the time of his death.
"In spite of these adverse circumsta'rices in our own homeland,
Doctors had told Mr. Simmons Baptist image has been a growing one," Patterson went on. .
W. Barry Garrett of Washington, touching the church-state is.'l
several months ago that he had
.
incurable ~ancer . After hearing observed:
the verdict, he wrote for his paper:
A high person-unnamed-in government office with experi

leaders die

Fuzzy picture caused if_ outdated

.
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FMB asks prayer for J~pan crusade
THE Foreign Mission Board recently passed a resolution calling
upon all Southern Baptists to-join
in prayer for the Japan Baptist
New Life Movement, a nationwide evangelistic campaign sponsored by the Japan B~ptist Convention, with meetings to be conducted from March 30 to _May 5.
This cali to prayer was made at
the request of the Japan Baptist
Convention.
Plans for the campaign include
participati_on by Evangelist Billy
Graham and a large number of
Baptist pastors, music leaders, and
laymen ' from the United States.
The Foreign Mission Board has offered encouragement an<J assistance to .Japan Baptists in their
plans for this special effort from
the time those plans first began
to develop about three years a~o.
More recently, Japan Baptists have
also had the assistance of the Bapist General Convention of Texas,
which offered to help arrange for
participants from the United
States.

JAPANESE PRAYER LIST-H. H. Hob/Js (cente1·), p1·esident
of the Southern Baptist Co,nvention, .'!ltudies the pmye1· lists of two
leaders in the Japanese New Li fe Mot•ement, Sueo Kitaha1·a (left).., and
Nobuo Watanabe. Later· he designated Wednesday night, Ma1·ch 27, as
the. time for· ~ll So'uther·n Bapt·i sts to climax their· p?'ffYe?· program
t01· the success of the evangelistic c1·usade in Japan.
,
-(BP Photo)

in the legislative and executive branches, gave him "a long list of
images that' Baptists have among people in, pqblic life." They are:
1. That Baptists are out-of-date on today's great social concerns.
2. That Baptists..are narrow-minded ~nd don't see them~elves and
their message in the broad context to the total national life.
3. That Baptists are powerful politically, _S outhern politicians may
have "little sympathy with the views of Baptists, but they are strongly
influenced b:y these views because Baptists . . . vote for people who
follow their lines."
.
\
,
4. That Baptists are un-cooperative with other groups.
5. That Baptists are always "against" rather than "in favor of."
They object ·to things, but seldom offer their own solutions.
6. That B~ptists take no initiative in the problems of the day.
7. That Baptists fail to explain their beliefs and the basis for them.
Garrett is associate director of the Baptist Joint Committee on
Public · Affairs here. He said the committee helps Baptists speak constructively. "I would pope that our concern for religious liberty be
expressed in positive and constructive terms rather than in sectarian
and bigoted actions."
A man who has served on the staff of Congressional committees
also spoke to the group. He said Roman Catholics are the most effective
1
pleaders on Capitol Hill.
,
(•
He based this on three gro·o nds: ~ 1) the' Catholics do the best
planning ahead (jm bills they support, (2) they speak with one voice
and do not disagree among themselves on the action they want, and
(3) 'they present their cause as being in the public interest and state
why the Catholics favor certain action.
He warned that table-pounding-showing too intense emotional
interest-has often ruined a religious g:tfoup's appeal at a Congressional
hearing. It turns the committee against the cause this group supports.

Governor names Gran'
RALEIGH, N. C. - J. Marse
Grant, editor of the Biblical Rec01·de1· here, has been named to
the· North Carolina Good Neighbor
Council by Gov. Terry Sanford.
The governors office said the
biracial council would consist of
24 "outstanding citizens of the
State." Only 13 were named in the
first statement, but others will be
added.
·
The council will have a two-fold
mission: (1) to encourage employment of qualified people without
regard to race, and (2) to urge
youth to become better trained and
qualified for employment.
Mrs. J. E. Dillard dies
MRS. J . E. Dillard died January
9 in Evanston, Ill., and was buried
in Danville, Va. She was living
with a daughter in Ev~nston, Mrs.
Wheeler Tracy, when she died.
Mrs. Dillard was widow of the late
J . E. Dillard, first director of promotion for the Cooperative Program, Southern BaptiSt financial
plan. Dr. Dillard died in 1953;
(BP)
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The. Bookshelf
Portrait of Karl Barth, by Georges
Casalis, Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
1963, $3.50
The author, an eminent French writer
and teacher of t~eology, presents here
the highlights of Barth's. extensive
writing. In vivid and concise words, the
book traces the development of Barth's
profound teachings from his youth and
early ministry in Switzerland through ·
the encounter with the Nazi regime in
pre-war Germany-and his struggle to
lead the Confessing Church to repudiate
Nazi doctrine-to his prophetic role
during World WaT II and rise in recent
years to world-wide eminence.
Peloubet's Select Notes, 1963, Edited
by Wilbur M. Smith, W. A. Wilde Co.,
1962, $2.95
Peloubet's is designed to pe a teaching
aid for all denominations. Its editor is
recognized as one of •the leading authorities on religious books in America. The
lessons are complete · with introductory
suggestions for the teaclier and the setting of the scripture is assigned. Included is a plan for each lesson and a full
exposition with quotations fTom . many
authors in addition to the editor's own
comments. Illustrations are from -life
and literature.
Evangelistic Messages, by Oliver B.
Greene, Baker, 1962, $2.50
Presented here' are six sermons from
the director of the Gospel Hour, at
Greenville, S.C. The sermon topics aTe :
The Greatest Sermon Ever Preached,
Seven Voices around the Cross, Was
.Jesus Ever Frightened ? , Who Killed
Jesus?, The Greatest Word Ever Spoken,
and Three Men Who Witnessed and
Walked away from Calvary.
A Guide to Biblical Preaching, by
ChalmeT E. Faw, Broadman Press, 1962,
$3.50
Dr. Faw has been professor of biblical
studies at Bethany Biblical Seminary,
Chicago, since 1945. For five years
prior to this, he was 'm issionary to
Nigeria "for his denomination, the Church
of the Brethren.
.
.
The autho1· shows how to find basic
units of bihlical revelation which are
called germ ideas or sermon-starters.
With full outlines, he shows how these
germ ideas can be developed into the
complete sermon. The suggestions range
from sermons on the whole Bible to
messages on "Bible· atoms," clauses,
phrases, and words.
Daily Christian Living, 'by William S.
Deal, Baker, 1962, $1
The s-cripture verses here, one for each
day of the yea!', were suggested by
young people from three Christian coTleges in America and rep1·esent all of
the 66 books of the Bible. Each verse is
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Baptist beliefs
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
By

HERSCHEL H. HOBBS

President, Southern Baptist Convention
First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
RELIGIOUS liberty is the mother of all true liberty. It is ' based
upon the dignity of each individual
made in the "image of God" (Gen.
1 :27) and his competency to stand
before God without the mediatiqn
of earthly priest or
king .(1 Tim.
1
2:1-6). It is not a privilege granted by man, but a right given of
God. It recognizes the supreme
worth of each individual soul
(Matt. 16 :26). And it demands
that each man shall be free to worship God according to the dictates
of his own heart. Religious freedom is more than freedom . from
outward coercion. It \s freedom
for inward determination. Religion
must be free to practice and propagate its beliefs. And men must be
free to receive or .reject them. God
made ma.n free, but He also made
him responsible for 1-t;is choices.
But the choices must be his owri.
Religious liberty in the Christian sense involves the absolute
Lordship of . Jesus Christ (Rom.
10:9, "confess . . . Jesus is ·Lord").
True liberty is found only in Him
(John 8:36; cf. Rom. 8 :lf.). It is
exercised under the guidance and
power of the Holy Spirit (Rom.
8 :5f. ; II Cor. 3 : 17) . Anc;J this Lord-

ship supersedes aH other authority
(Acts 4 :19f.; 5 :29).
Religious' liberty does not mean
license (Gal. 5:13; II Pet. 2;19ff.).
For liberty involves responsibility.
"Freedom" without responsibility
iR not freedom but anarchy. Religious liberty demands inner and
personal controls (Rom. 6 :6-18).
The doctrine of religious liberty
does not stem from any legal document of a political state. It is
rooted i-n the teachings of the Bible. And if the Bible be forsaken
or relegated to a place of non-importance religious liberty will not
long endure. A free state does not
create religious freedom. But religious freedom aJone can make a
state truly free.
Baptists are not the only champions of religious freedom. But
hi~tory records them among the
forefront of the struggle for religious freedom. The only one of
the original American thirteen colonies to guarantee absolute religious freedom was Rhode Island,
founded by a Baptist (Dawson).
Eternal vigilance is the price of
all freedom !

followed hy a brief comment and application to everyday life.

Tho to no one we'd confide it,
Rather we would"'strive to hide it,
There's a little bit of chicken
In most everyone and me.

The preacher poet

The chicken in us

The Children's Hymnbook, compiled
and edited ·by Wilma Vander Baan and
Albertha Bratt and illustrated by Armand Merizon, Eerdrnans, 1962.
The preface states that this collection
·of hymns for children has been taken
from "a body of distinguished devotional songs that can be used for reverent
worship · and also for developing in the
singer a se'r isitivity to truth and a taste
for good music."
Th~ Children's Hymnbook is a successor to Let Youth Praise Him, which
served as a hymnal for several years
for primary and intermediate grades.

Like a chicken scrambling, scuf1
fling,
For a bounty, as of food
And a rousing feather ruffling
When we're in a pouting .mood,
Then a pick and peck at others
Just to show 'em who is who.-tll
There's your foolish banty roow.
:-with his, "Cockadoodledo."
---:-W. B. O'N"'
ARKANSAS BA

A Song of Trust

Shubal Stearns

The skies won't always be
gloomy,
The sun will sometime come
throug·h.
Above the storm and· the tern
pest
Are the heavens of deepest blue.

GOD greatly extended the ministry of Baptists when he (!onverted
Shubal Stearns.
Then trust, sad heart, and look
Born 170~, and
upward,
• a native of Boston,
earth's turmoil .and din
Beyond
Mass., he came
Is the land of peace where sorunder the preachrows cease
ing of G e o r g e
For
all who are trusting in
Whitfield. · After
Him.
Lydia Albersen
his conversion he
Payen,
·Stuttgart
joined the Congregationalists.
During the next
read extensively. He was described
DR. SELPH
si~ years he studied his Bible and became con- as a "marvellous preacher for movvinced ~hat infant baptism was ing the emotions and melting his'
wrong. He was immersed by Wait audiences to tears." He was small
Palmer at Tolland, Conn., May '20, of stature but forceful in personal1751, and joined the Baptist ity. Most exciting stories were
told about the piercing gleam of
church.
He labored in this field ·three his eye. '
years but longed to carry the gosHe brought with him into the
pel · elsewhere, and selected Vir- Baptist life· some of the eccentricilinia as his new home.
. ties, of manners that characterized
Disappointed with the results of - the New Light movement. Tremhis effo.r:ts on the new field, he bling, weeping, screaming, and
moved to North Carolina with a catalepsy commonly followed his
company of eight families . There highly emotional ~xhortations.
he found a people destitute of reThe zeal of Sandy Creek church
ligious privileges ready to listen to
his earnest proclamation of truth. and its ministry caught the imagiWith 15 others he organized the _nation of the sl,Jrrounding terriSandy Creek Baptist church. They tory. In its first 17 years of work
built a church house shortly after it pushed southward as far as
arriving in Nc;>Ve111ber, 1755. This Georgia, eastward to the Chesa-,
d mrch in a few years ' numbered peake Bay, westward to the moun606 members. Stearns served as tains, and northward to the Popastor. Daniel .Marshall, his broth- tomac River. It had become mother,
er-in-law, and Joseph Breed as- grandmother, and great grandsisted him in· his duties. .
mother to 42 churches from which
Stearns had little education but sprung 125 miniRters.

New Arkans~s Baptist Subscribers
Church
New budget after free trial :
West Point
Lamar
On~ month fr ee trial received:
Ladelle
·
New bud.g et:
Cord
Calvary Mission of
First Church, Mena
FEBRUARY 14, 1963

Asspcia~ion

·Calvary
Clear Cr eek

Pastor
Leonard McDoughle
Milton Edmonson

Bartholomew

James E. Holcomb

Independence
Ouachita

Fred Westmoreland
Otis Mills

COUNSELOR'S CORNER
By DR. R. LOFTON HUDSON

Marriage 1Annu lied
QUESTION : - A friend of. .mine
has fallen in love with a fine Christian young man of her same faith.
Five years ago before he became a
Christian he married a young girl.
Her parents had
the marriage annulled• because she
was not of age. At
that time he was
not a Christian
DR. HUDSON
and led a pretty
reckless life.
'
Would a marriage to him be
scripturally permissible? Or is an
annulment the same as divorce?
· ANSWER: It is easy to be technical about such cases and consider
the legal aspect the important one.
Actually the case you present is
· not dealt with specifically in the
Scriptures. So far as I know annulment was not practiced then.
In a mann·e r of speaking annulment is equivalent to divorce.
The problem here is whether we
. haye a God who would doom a man
to single despair because he foolishly married a young girl without
her parents' consent, and this before he became a Christian. I cannot imagine even the most dogmatic literalist taking,such a position. To attribute such a sentiment
to the Bible should be resented by
every true Christian. This would
make our God to appear unreasonable, unjust, and beyond the respect of thinking people.
Tell your friend to decide this
marriage choice on the basi_s of the
present, not the past. If her boy
friend is truly converted, has come
to himself, and really cares for her,
she should not be hesitating on the
basis of differences of opinion '
about the interpretation of Scripture. Each Christian must interpret the Bible for himself. In this
case there is not a particular passage to interpret. In all ,cases tb.e
letter of the law must be intefpreted in the atmosphere. of the
spirit of the law.
(Address all questions to Dr.
Hudson, 116 West 47th Street,
Kansas City 12, Missouri.)
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Church Music

Date changed for . music festival

Brotherhood

Wanted: 200 men!

THE ANNUAL Stat~ Brotherhood
Convention will meet on Monday and
\
THE ANNUAL State Youth Music Tuesday, Mar. 4 and 5, at the FiTst
Church of North LitFestival has b~n changeq to May 4 ·
tle Rock.
due to the conflict with the public school
M a n y attractive
state band and choral festivals.
features have been
Bill McGr,a w, minister of music, F irst
woven into the ConChurch, Fort Smith, will serve as the
vention p r 0 g r a mdirectol' of this festival, which will be
features which will
held at First ·Church, Little Rock.
prove interesting, inThe festival is open to all Baptist
formative,
and i}\spichurches in Arkansas. Each church may'
rational to those who
enter any of the divisions: solo, duet,
attend.
trio, quartet; sextet, ensemble, or choir.
The CoJlvention will
All groups smaller than ensemble and
be held in three ses.
choir will adjudicate from 8 a.m. to
MR. TULL
sions: Monday after10 a.m. The outstanding representative
f.rom each of the small groups will sing noon, f.r om 3 to 5; Monday evening, 7 to
9:10; and Tuesday morning ·9 to 11.
agai~ as a part of the festival concel't
Among the· Convention personalities
program.
The schedule for the festival is: 8 a.m. will be Rev. Marvin Jones, pastor of
Adjudication of small groups; 9 :30 Gaine11 Street ChuTch in Little Rock·
registration and assignment of choir s ; Rev. Horace C. Kennedy, pastor of Ega~
9:55 introductions; 10 combined choir Park Baptist Church in McCook, Nebr.;
rehearsal; 11 parade of choirs a nd Dr. C. Z. Holland, pastor of First Church,
adjudication; 12 lunch; 2 combined re- Jonesboro, and president of the Arkansas
MR. McGRAW
hearsal; 2 :30 parade of choirs and Baptist State Convention; Rev. Hugh
Cantrell, pastor of the First Church of
adjudication; 3 festival program; 3:30 adjourn.
This year we will adjudicate in two groups: choirs from churches with under Stephens; Rev. J. T. Elliff, secretary of
500 enrolled in Sunday School in o'lle section, and choirs from churches with over the Religious Education Division of the
·500 enrolled in Sunday School in another section. We are ·not doing -this so much Arkansas BaptiS>t State Convention·
along with a host of leading layme~
t? differentiate betw~en the size of churches, but rather to .expedite the adjudica- fTom
over the state.
tlOn of so many chmrs and ensembles. We aTe expecting between 1300 and 1500
Among the Convention features will be
young people to participate in the festival.
. We do hope that this change of date will not inconvenience you or your a congregational seminar at each session.
choir. We feel that the change is best for the majority of the churches.- 'LeRoy The first seminar will be on stewardship
("Highlights and Sidelights"); the secMcClard, Secretary
ond on the priesthood of the believer
("Looking Both Ways"); and the third
on Christian witnessing ("Telling the
Story") . These seminars are designed for
audience participation under the leaderan item for you to remember with an ship of well qualified men.
Foundation
outright gift . or with a bequest in youl'
The general theme of the Convention
Where is my money needed? will.
is " Follow On." In developing this
Mus.i c scholarships for people who in- theme, each session has b~n given its
\
PE.RHAPS the easiest we.y to answer tend to use their talents in the Master's own theme, as foUows: Monday afterthat question is with one word; EVERY- service are greatly in demand. Most of noon, "Follow Mil"; Monday evening
WHERE. 'None of ouT agencies or in- them are now being provided by t he "Foll?w in Obedience"; and Tuesda;
stitutions have more schools general funds.
mormng, "Follow in Love."
than they need. Each . I
Begin making youl' plans to attend
Young
ladies
who
would
like
·to
take
year the Executiv·:!
your State Brotherhood Convention. Benurses
training
present
another
need.
Of
Board hears plea s
gin now to talk up the Convention among
for increases in allo- ten they are qualified but need financial the men of your church and area. Begin
assistance.
It
costs
them
near
$200.00
cations f r om the Coyour work to bring a car-load of men
operative
Prog ram a year for this tTaining._Some fine Bap- (or more) from your church.
funds. ft is a lways tist gjrls could train in this phase of
Note: If your work will not permit
needed in the budg-at service if scholarships were available.
you to attend all of the sessions, come
The
Baptist
Student
Union
is
one
of
of the Coopera tive
to the .Monday evening session-but
Program.
However our agencies with increasing needs. Per- come!,
there are some who sonnel is a la·r ge budget item, along with
We need two hundred men: you a nd
like
to
designate their building needs. Recently' a former · 199 o~hers! + Nelson Tull
t heir money to be ~tuden( s-tarted a fund to help in this
wor k, and it is hoped that others will
MR. McDONALD
used
for
specific
. BIBLES REBOUND
add to the trust. 1
causes.
Genuine leather and artificial
Some of the most often remembered
These are just a few of the places
leather. Priced $3.25 and up.
causes are MissioJ!s (Foreig n, Home where your money is needed. We ' will be
~nd State) a nd colleg es (Ouachita and
ha ppy to · help you do what 'God wants
Write for samples.
Southern). Some have r emembered the done. Write or call f or further informaTWITCHEL'S BINPERY
Children's Home at Monticello. These tion: Arkansas Baptist Foundation 401
3127 Calvert
are worthy and need every dollar they West Capitol Avenue, Little · Rock,
St. Louis 14, Mo.
can receive. Other items can be listed, Arkansas .- Ed. F. McDonald, Jr., Exbut here a r e three th.a t mig ht suggest
ecutive Secre~ary.
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Training Union

What's New?
THIS IS, the sixth in a series of articles
on "What's New in Training Union."
Dr. vi. L. 'Howse's book is b1·and new
and will be off the
press and in the Baptist Book Store some
time this spTing. ·"The
Church Organized and
Functioning," by D1·.
Howse, will contain
the. tasks of all organizations of Baptist work. In his book
he has chapters on the
task of the Training
Union, .the tusk of the
MR. DAVIS
Sunday Sl!hool, the
task of the WMU, the task of the Brotherhood) the task of the Musk Ministry,
etc. Each .organization has agreed to the
task as set forth in the book and the11e
tasks hav~ been adopted by the Executive Committee of the Exel·utive Board
of the Southem Baptist Convention:
These tasks will be presented fo1· adoption :to the Southern Baptist Convention
and no agency will be allowed to go
beyond its task Ol' ~l·ope. This will prevent .d uplication of wm·k.
This new book will be. one of the required .study cours'l! book::~ in the surve~
course requif1d for completion of the
first diploma. •Evet·y Baptist wo1·ker wil.l
need to· study this book 11s soon as it
gets. off the pre1:1s.-R11l1Jh W. Davis,
Secretary

PROGRAM

FOR YOU
IF , YOUR CHURCH IS ONE 9F THE 23,195
SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCHES (71.2o,to OF TOTAL)
WITH MEMBERSHIP UP TO 300.

AN ANSWER TO PRAYER.
''The financial success of our mission is to be
attributed largely to the program Growth in
Christian Stewardship. The enthu1iasm goner·
ated by this program has helped us to average
' over three dollars per person in each Sunday's
of(ering. This program is an answer to prayer lor
the smaller churches in our .Convention for three

reasons:
(1) It is biblical.
(2) It is practical and simple.

' •
(3) It is adaptable 'to fit every church Situation.
This program has the people at heart, not just
money, and it provides what it promises-growth
in Ghristian stewardship."
o•••••

tl,•lf•"''

,,,,~,

W"t/"t/'lhpi•IIC'IIpo:
l>o·r,Ftoo•

Mission.<t-Evangrl is 111

Associational Missions·
A NEW day is dawning in asstl('iational missions. A conferent•e for associational m i s s .i o n 11 I' i e s and state
mission secl'etat·it!s at
Gulf shore Assembly,
Pass C'ht·istian, Miss.,
Feb. 11 -15 will probably be tlw most si~
nificant meeting evet·
held in l~gaJ•d tn IISsol'iational missions.
It is a "'.once-in-alifethlli.>" type .conf~•·
ence whit•h will 11dd
great stt·eng'th to .the
wot·k of the IISSQl'ia DR. CALDWELL
tions ou1· chprches,
and our entire Convention and its
agencies.
The majority of our Arkansas missionaries are attending this meeting. Every
phase of associational activity and the
missionaries' responsibilities are schedaled to be studied and analyzed·. We
llftdict that the confe~·ence will result in
production of a book on the wot·k of
association.
I- many quarters pastor\!. laymen and
Dlllinational workers art' raising quesabout a rt>al asso<"iational progmm
.it and its !'elation to all agem·i!!s.
SoDW' questions usually 1·aist>d have to do
with Dlet'tings, budg-ets, org·unizational
prot-rram. new missions and <'httr<"hes,
FEBRUARY 14, 1963

ARKANSAS TOVR TO
BAPTIST YOUTH WORLD
CONFERENCE, BEIRUT
JULY ~ TO AUGUST 1 5, 1963
\

Including

The Holy Land and Europe
Sponsored by: \
ARKANSAS BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION
escorted by
Dr. Erwin L. McDonald and Dr. Tom Logue
Baptist Building, 401 West .Capitol, Little Rock
visiting
Italy - Egypt Lebanon - Syria - Jordan
Israel ·..;_ Greece - ' Switzerland Germany
Denmark Holland France and England

yea1•ly obje<·tives and goals, the misRionm·irs' dutiel< nnd t'Pintionshi'p to <·hurt·hes,
t>tt·.
I.t is pa1·t of wisdom to faee up to these
qut•stiuns. Dtws the assMiation have a
mission progt·um? What is it'? Is the PI'Ogram worthy of grcatN suppo1·t? A1·e
tht• t·hut·t·hes pmfiting hy t·he ns:-:m·iutionnl pJ·ogot·nm? Is the mist>inna•·y's wo1·k
11 l'eltl nsst•t, fully ju:-~tifying- su!'h nn

offict•? How <"!In hi11 wot·k be made more
pffel'tive?
Why not. face tht>~t' i;-;sues in yout· assodation '1 Don't ju;;t g'l'ipe and · growl.
Get togethet· f01· prayer and planning.
Ret up llome clC'finite ob,iec.tives and hav-2
a•n und<•t'l'tanding and then work tog·e~ ht•r. Who tnkes the lead? The modemt~t·, mi:-~sionary nne! missions committe(•.- C.. W. Caldwell, Superintendent
of MiKRionK
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Colleges asked to move .

Brewery construction

t? First!

DALLAS (BP)-Decatur Baytist College in , Decatur, Tex .• the
world's oldest junior college, has ·
been invited to move to Dallas to
form the nucleus of the proyosed
Dallas Baptist University.

FORT WORTH (BP) - Construction has begun on a $10 million brewery here which is located
"wit hin smelling distance ' of.
Southwestern Seminary."

H chun·h will be next to attain
t· e c o g n i t i o n as a
Standard
Sunday
St•hool'?
Standard
St•hools
are from churches
whidt llt'l' tt·yinJ.r to
do II hl•ttt•t• gTIIdt' of
~unday Hc·honl wm'k.
To hnvt' a Standard
s<·hool i;; an honor.
Thc• f o I I o w i n g
c·htn·dws in <ll'det· of
llppli<·ation hnvt' lltbtinerl :~tandanl t't'<'UFIELD
og·nition thh; chur<;h
At·kan;;as :
J»n14tor

Supt.

l.t•x Jt~nk~·t·
.1 nnwl4 1\t•nt

c:, 1.. llnlt•h

H. II. Hnll

,

1\'il!t•
•'h·Kt

}t;,

1'hurlo l.t•t•
l.t••lh• ltiht•l'd
B. AhinJCtun

1!. U. Whil~
A.M. lllnnnt
l'n~· Wih•"

lt-~.t
1t

Hoht•t·t l'nl'kt•J'
W . K Spt•t•tl

~tnc.•y

Mu:ro H,u·tw
'l'n(..tlt•. Jr.

.JnnwH

Bunt mnn

chun•h will dnim fit'Rt phl('e
dvanced Stanrlat·d St·hool.

~non

teed Stand11rd schonls IIJ'e from
: which go deeper into thl·· IJl'Of better work. Thest' c·htm·hes
tve a Htandarrl St·hool plus 75
of th"'ir departnll'nts, ind uding·
!toll and Ex t~:.>nsion de)Hn't nwnts
~ standat·d rel'ognition.
I

.

of the chu rches whic·h have atGhis hig·hest honot· in Sundav
~c·ogn i tion in t'ec·ent ~.'t'III'S in(')ude
fest Chun•h l!atesville; Walnut
~onesboro ; First, f-epa nto. Are
r et·s?
.
umot·ed that sevet·al churehe::1 ut·e
towaTd Advanced Standarrl rec·fot• this :v·ear. They inc·lude
rest, Batesville; J.t'it·st, Wan·en;
endale First, Camrlen. Are there

The invitation was extended by
the board of trustees for Dallas
Baptist University and the Executive Board of the Dallas Baytist
Association.
Decatur trustees are expected to
meet Feb. 14 to consider the invitation _and to appoint committee
members to study the possibility
of relocating.
The two-year junior college,
founded in 1898, is now located
61 miles northwest of l)allas. Fall
enrollment last year was abotft 210
students.

An appeal to the state Supreme
Court has been filed asking for a
ruling that would allow a local option liquor election in the precinct,
· but the high court has not yet
elected to review the case.
I

a a • a • • • • a a • ·-·-···· .• .•

.aJ . • _. _· -· .• . • .1

••
•

the move. the proposal will come
before the Christian Education
Commission of th~ . Baptist General
Convention of Texas, the 192-member Texas Baptist Executive
Board, and the annual state convention for final approval.
Members of Decatur College's
faculty, administration, and staff
who choose to relocate in Dallas
become the nucleus of the Dallas Baptist University, if the proposal is approved.

·will

"I've had .some ·pretty bad
jolts from static electricity."

Small Package ...
BIG VALUE

will be first as an advanc•ed
school ?-Lawson Hatfit'ld

·-
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Continued from page 3)

)r the care' of alcoholic..<> and
1tally ill resulting from the
tlcoholic beverages. ·
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Opposition to tqe brewery is
still running high, especially
among Baptist people who live in
the area, said Cal Guy, opposition
leader and professor of missions
at Southwestern Seminary.

If the Decatur trustees approve

ill be next af\ n standard sc·hool?

WRITE YOUR SENAND REPRESENTATIVE
( TO EXPRESS YOUR
f S . ON THESE BILLS.
NEED
TO KNOW WHAT
I
,
WANT SO THEY CAN
YOUR NEEDS WHEN
YOTE.

The thre~-story prewer y, to be
operated by 'Carling Brewery Co.,
will produce about 300,000 barrels
of beer and ale annually. The bevera~es will be distributed in Texas, Oklahoma, and Colorado.
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'by Clifton J. Allen
Each Sunday's lesson is interpreted
uml upplied to dai ly Christian living. Compact for slipping into
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Children's Nook.----------------~-The Bow and Arrow
By THELMA C. CARTER

I 1

VALENTINE FOR VICKI
By AGNES McPHARO .
Neil looked up as his sister came into · tine. Each one was eager to know about
the room. Karen was usually smililfg, the surprise for Vicki.
but now Neil saw her eyes were filled
When everyone had arrived, Neil told
with tears. ·
them his plan. Then he brought out
what he and Karen had made. What
"What's the matter?" he asked.
"Vicki can't come to our valentine excitement and laughter there was! Th·~
party," ~aren answered, trying hard boys and girls worked quickly to finish
not to cry. "The doctor says she has to ·the surprise they were taking to t heir
stay in bed for another week at least." fri.end.
Propped up· in bed, Vicki greeted them
. Neil shook his head in sympathy .. "Too
bad. lt won't be much fun for you if happily as they all tTooped into her
room. Neil set' a large package beside
youT best friend ~an't come."
"It will be even les/ fun for Vicki," her.
"What a queer, lumpy bundle!" she
said Karen. "She was really counting
on being here. Oh, Neil, we just must said. "What can it be?"
do something for her."
Excitedly, Vicki pulled off the ·tissue
"Well, maybe we can," said Neil. paper wrappings. Inside was a gnarled
"Then she won't feel quite so left out." branch painted silver. Jt was fastened
"You always have good ideas," Kal'an to a block of wood so that it stood
settled down beside him, ready to hear upright. From every twig hung a valentine and in between were brighthis suggestions. "Think hard."
"You and I can ·take our valentines colored paper flowers and leaves.
"l·t's a valentine tree," cried Vicki, •
over to her before the party."
clapping her hands.
"We would do that anyway," Karen
~he looked at the valentines one by
objected. "I want it to be something
one. Then Neil started some quiet
special."
games in which Vicki could join.
Neil didn't speak for several minutes.
I ·After seve~al games, Neil and Karen
Suddenly, he let out an exclamation.
helped Vicki's mother carry in the reKaren's eyes began •to.."~parkle as he told freshments they had brought. They had
heT his idea.
ice cream with a red heart in each slice
"Oh, that will be fun, Neil!"
and a cake decorated wi·th pink roses.
That evening Karen · called Vicki's
All too soon it was time to go home.
mother to tell her about their plan.
"This was the most fun ever," exThen Neil called everyone who was inclaimed Vicki, as the others were leaving.
vited to the .party.
"Thank you, everybody, for })ringing t he
"Bring ~- pretty valentine for Vicki,"
paTty tp me."
he •told them. "Be sure to come early.
·"It was all Neil;s idea," Karen told
It's a surprise."
·
her, smiling.
For the next· few days, Neil and Ka"But you were the one who started
ren were busy. They searched the woods it, Karen," Neil grinned. "Remember?
nearby. . They s.a nded and .hammered and You wanted a special valentine for
,painted. At last the day of the party Vicki."
anived. Each gueat brought a valen(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
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LOOK a-t the bright, shining bows
and arrows of today. It is difficult to
imagine they began as crudely cut
branches of trees and river reeds bent
t o shape. Although they had a certain
amount of spring, they were not ·always
depend·a ble In times of war a nd hunting.
Bows and arrows, still in good condition, have been found upon t he floors of
ancient caves and tombs a ll over the
world. In the Holy Land, bows and aTrows thousands · of years old have been
found.
Bows and arrows are mentioned
many times in the Bible. Young boys
in Bible times were trained eaTiy in
archery. Kings, their sons, and soldiers,
as well as members of the· kings' courts,
were trained to be skilled ·in the use of
the bow and arrow,
Spme of the ancient bows were so
laTge and heavy that the feet had to be
used ·to bend the bows. The arrows were
sharp, slender, barbed, and deadly.
Some arrows were made with t he tips
or heads lashed with bits of leaves,
leather, fur, stone, shell, ' and metai.
These were to steady · ·the arrow in
1
flij!'ht. Some arrow tips were used to
stal't f ires.
An ancient custom in some countTies
was the use of arrows in making important decisions. This was done by
shooting one or more arrows into t he
air and watching where the arrows fell.
In ancient times bows and arrows
came to be made of strong, tough hardwoods and metals. Ash, hickory, and
the yews were favorite woods. This is
true today.
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

A valentine
By SOLVEIG P. RUSSELL
A
A
It
In

valentine is pTetty;
valentine is gay;
tells someone you love him
a special way.

A valentine is pretty;
A valentine is fun;
l·t is a little . note of love
For a special one.
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Sunday School Lesson-----------_.;._...:___ _;,__ __

IS YOUR RELIGION REAL?
BY DR. DON B. HARBUCK

Pastor, First Church, El Dorado
I

February 17, 1963
Mark 7:1-13
I<.

.

'

A MOST disturbing qUestion serves LIGHT TO ALL
as title for this week's lesson: "Is Your
Being "real" himself, Jesus came to
Religion Real?" This searching inquiry · deliver people from every form of unoffers ·at once a bril- reality, including unreal religion. When
liant summation of the church settles down alongside ali of
the lesson's scriptur- the othel' "thin~s" in life, (schools, busial text and a direct nesses, bowling alleys, court houses, and
application of prob- coffee shops), then and there religion
ing truth to our per- is made unreal. Tjle "spiritual" is not
sonal Uves. Simply to one .part of life; it is the condit1on o{
be religious is not all life that is human. Religion cannot
enough. Religion may accept the· "one part" verdict either.
be good or bad; At Like salt, it must flavor all of life;
may be helpful - or like the candle, it must give light to
hurtful, real or un- all that are in the house. According to
real. History pro- Jesus, religion, piously guarding its
Or. HARBUCK
vides abundant docu- purity ·in a monastery or scornfully
mentation · for both its goodness ·and surveying the· struggle of life fl'om the
badness. The scriptures · outlined - for safety of a balcony, is the worst of evils.
study this week prov;ide some vital cri- It is unreal religion.
teria for judging between desirable and
.
undesirable religion.
MAJORS ON MINORS

GOD'S REAL PURPOSE

Religion · is unreal that does not foster
The implication of Jesus' attack upon the developmE)nt of mature and respon~
Jewish tradiJtion invalidates any religion ·sible personalities. The pattern of such
that 1makes human needs secondary. religion is not difficult to sketch. AlEven worship ·becomes vain unless it ways it is preoccup~ed with the perihelps people to live decently and honor- pheral. It majors on minors. H magably. God's intentions expressed through nifies the trivial to the exclusion of the
His commandments drive toward the essential. It degenerates from the great
establishment of a human community ethical imperatives of the Old t •<!stamel11t
in which people can mature into strong to prating Pharisees urging people to
personalities under the sovereignty of wash their hands. In a recent article
God's love and truth. The inevitable Harry Golden reports· that thousands of
creedal and institutional forms developed Jews during the war years gt·ew disenby,religion become ba1'1riers to God's real chanlted with their . historic religion
purpose when they no longer help people because many of their rabbis gave more
to live, but begin to demand from their attention to ceremonial perfeCJtion and
devotees a blind· and fanatical allegience. a rlgid discipline of details than they
"Jesus came not to be ministered unto , did to pressing human needs. Jesus'
but to minister and to give his life a indictment still stands. Nothing is more
ransom for many," but the Christian pitiful than religious people .tyrannized
church, like the Jewish religion, has by the trivial. .
embarrassingly done an about face, reUnreality in religion is usually acfusing to emulate Jesus' example. Our companied by an absorbing attachment
ins~itutions, our doctrines, our tradito the verbal. Fidelity to traditional
tions, and our programs must be 1'min- formulations, conformity to creedal clichistered to" by the nl.echanism of every es . emerge as charaoteristics of this
conceivable propaganda technique and religious . trend. An elaborate system of
political stratagem. Jesus lived among catch words, oaths, and verbalisms had
men as a servant. He regarded himself grown up in Judaism. Ostensibly, the
as expendable. He became obedient' to Jews k~ew all of the right answers,
a ~'cross" death. Even the wisdom of but still they were not right. "This ·
the ages has usually concluded that his people honoreth me with their lips, but
life was the most real thing the world their heart is far from me." The Chrishas ever known.
tian church has sinned no less grievousPage Twent -Two

ly than did the Jews at this point. Remember the thousands of "heretics" that
have perished at the hands of yhTistians
because they failed to use the right
words~
During the Reformation, the
Calvinists burned Servetus because of
a "misplaced . modifier." The man who
fired the fagots declared that Servetus
would have ·been saved had he prayed
"Oh Jesus, eternal Son of our Father...
instead of "Oh Jesus, son of our eternal
Father." In a lighter vein is Walter
Rauchenbusch's story of the Quaker
dairyman who was forced to wear a
dunce's cap for several weeks beca.u se
he had been caught diluting his milk.
Growing increasingly irate under the
chidings of his fellow Quakers, the dishonest dairym·an finally exploded in anger and consigned one of his tormentors
to hell in a non-theological manner.
Upon reaching th1l ears of the church
officials, this action led to his being
dismissed from the fellowship. Note
well, he was disciplined by the church
not for unethical business practices,
but for using the wrong words. Unfortunately, in some religious circles words
continue to be more important than
deeds. Many religious crises could be
averted if people would remember where
Jesus stoo'd on this issue.

UNETHICAL PRACTICE

Unreal religion finally degenerates
into unethical practice. Human rights
are often denied in order to preserve
religious traditions. In this scheme of
reasoning the tradition possesses supre me value.. For ~many of the col'! temporary Jews the sanctity of the "Corban" oath exceeded the sanctity of
family rel&~tionships. This 'situation
appears less that farf·atched when we
considel' how many preachers have refused to defend the rights o1l Negroes
and other minority groups in order to
avoid a threat to tpeir personal sec;urity
or to denomina1tional stability. On the
other side of the coin lies the t ragedy
of churches who have "fired" their
preachers. because they have declared
the suppl'ession of the Negro race to
be both inhuman and unchristian. Jewish casuistry appears almost trivial in
comparisor. wi:th our massive racial
prejudice and the sickening r~tionaliza
tions by which we have sought to justify
it. Hardly less reprehensible is the disgraceful manner in which we have mishandled the scholars who have tried to
tell us the truth about our traditions.
Anyone who has difficulty understan~
ing the intensity of 'Jewish hatTed for
Jesus because he ,challenged their traditions should make a careful s'tudy of
the fanatical fury which has lashed our
seminaries in recent years.
How does real and vital religion atrophy into the narrow particularism that
Jesus confronted in the Jewish religion
of his day? At least two ·r easons may
be observed. First of all; ·there was
·the tendency to set pre.m ature limits
on what God would say and do. The
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Jewish people came to feel that God's
word in the law and prophets was the
final word. It is a perpetual human
tendency to make th~ latest word we
have heard the· last . word. Once we
have a brjlliant revelation from God we
tend to shutter the windows again&-t
further light.'and enjoy what we already
know. We are not open to more 'truth
and new growth. Not only is the mind
closed against the fuller disclosure of
God's will, it sets about immediately to
defend that which it has ah;eady received as the final and permanent ex~
pression of God's truth. There at·ose 'in
Judaism an e laborate "hedge" about the
law. Eventually this prote<·ting hedg·~
blinded the leaders to the law's ti:ue
'intention and finally supplanted the law
entirely in the priorities of th·~ people ..
To develop in this direction seems to he
the inevitable tend'eney of ·all Telildous
groups. Submitting ourselves and our
inst,itutions eontinually to t·ational and
spil'itual ('l'itieism under the direetion
of God's Word and Spirit off.~rs the only
hope of deliverance from this pel'ishing proeess. Thus ·only can we .experienee real l·eligion.

INDEX

A Smile or Two

A
\

Art

Back to nature
WHEN the young man called on his
sweetheart she demanded, "Who was
that lady I saw you with at the sidewalk cafe last night?"
"That was no sidewalk cafe," protested the young man. "She was ·my
land lady and that was my furniture ."

contest announced;-2-14 pll

c
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Hill, R. A. joins Mission Depal·tment- 2-14 p8
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I

Invincible Incurables (E) - 2-14 p4
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J.

H. at chaplain's school-2-14 p8
L

Equally vulnerable
A SMALL contractar and partn·3r
closed their office and went to the
movies. While there, one nudged the
other and gasped, "Gosh, 'Joe, we forgot
to lock the safe."
"What's the difference?" asked the
other. "We're both here, aren'~ we?"

Bulls-eye
I
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Shamburger, W. J., graduates- 2-14 pll
WHEN the owner of a timber tract Stearns,
Shubal (BL) - 2-14 p17
,
sent out to camp a crew of fifty men
'T .
with three women to; cook- for them, "he
Attendance Report
I Taylor, H. W. to N. Maple Chut·ch, Stuttgart-2-14
said to the camp boss:
p9
"Don't write me long· reports about
Key to listings: (BB) Baptist Beliefs; (BL)
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what you are doing. Instead of multiBeacon Lights of Baptist ·History-; (CC) Counselor's Corner; !GMH) Courtship, Marriage and the
s d
• •
-- plying words, just glve me a few figures
Home: IE) Editorial ; (GL) Gleanings rrom Greek
's~ho~i TW~~~~g ~~~!- each week and I can tell how you are New Testament; !PS) Personally Speaking; (SS)
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getting along."
Alma, Kiblel'
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The next week he- received this note :1
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and
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the husband: "I am told. you pay more
Cullemlale, Fil·•t
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200
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attention to your dog than to your wife.
It's in the Artny now
Duma:-~, Fit':it
291
90
Is that true?"
}4~1 Donulo, f.t. Ma'in
271
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"Sure is," he ' answered. "My dog
FutTeHt City, Fir:;t
562
190
A HIGH-RANKING milita r y officer
aK
MidWAY
41
on duty with the Central Intelligenc·3 comes when I whistle; keeps ·my feet
Ft. Smith'
Agency was checking_ out. a brand-new warm at night, and grows . his. own fur
East Si<IP
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70
FIJ'llt
104'1
322
'
electronic
computer 'which the manufac- coat."
MisMiom->
216
508
turer had said was capable of answering
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710
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19
any ,question.
·
207
114
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Sure enough, no matter how difficult
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250
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76
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the -problem put to it the · electronic
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20
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machine came up with the answer.
Combs
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20
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64•
100
big question on a piece of pape·r- "What ments, called In his executives for a
204
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oRH
Mat·shall Hoad
110
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about World War . III?"-and fed it lecture:
JonP~bo1·o
into the computot;.
"Look.'' he said. "You guys have got
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20H
CPntt·RI
219
100
N<'lli<'l<>n
Gears turned, lights blinked, bells to get on the ball. That's all there is to
!fiN
LaVR<"U
226
rang, and out popped the answer: "Yes." it. If we have any bottlenecks around
Littl<' Rook
The officer 'scratched his head,, and here, I want you to get rid of them, and
Fin;t
11!49
424
get rid of them immediately. Now, who
26
14
WhitP Rook
then
wrote out: "Yes what?"
44R
lmmanv<'l
1260
has any suggestions?" From the rear of
42
23
Fore~t To\\'f'l"
Again the gears turned, the lights the conference room a junior· executive
~g
21
KE>r1'
blinked and bells rang·. Out came the piped up. "Sir," he said, "I've had -some
!09
Ruserlale
224
tape, and written on it was "Yes, sir."
179
3X2
llriieheE" First
experience with bottles, and from that
~6
24
Chapel
'e~perience I can· 'tell you, the necks are
66
Jlarlterl Tree
!55
always at the top!"
- rth Littl<' Rook
246
7R9
Barin~r Crotc~
Typographical error
47
2:J
Camp Robimmn
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20
South.<id..
A MOTORIST, picked up unconscious
' hary
14:1
4HO
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RH
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after a crash, was carried to a nearby
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filling
station.
Opening
his
eyes,
he
4!1:1
219
"YOU pay a small depqsit," said the
116
21io
Hill.. Fil'><f
began to strugg'le desperately to get
l:{R •
salesman, "a11d then make no more pay2HH
away.
Later
he
explained
~hat the
t:l
16
first thing he saw was the "!;hell" sign) ments for s:ix months."
H4
176
and someone was standing in front of
"Who told you about us?" demanded
4:Jfi
177
!)4
the S.
42
the lady of tqe house,
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Wrong address?
ATLANTA (EP)-Miss Shelba
Macon of Pooler, Ga., was a legal
secretary· in Savannah, Ga. For
three weeks a "wrongly-addressed
copy of the CMistian Index, Georgia Baptist newspaper, came to her
office.
The first two ~opies she did not
read; the third one she did. One
of the first articles to catch her
Reds still .religious
eye told.of the need for tentmakers,
Baptist lay. people who hold secular
MOSCOW. ('EP)-An article in jobs while voluntarily doing misScience and Religion, an atheistic sion work in pioneer Baptist areas.
For a time before. reading the
monthly here, complained that the
spread of atheism throughout Rus- paper Miss Macon· had felt a tug
sia is having difficulties.
toward Christian service of some
·Generally, atheism is making type. Now, as she read of this
"some' progress" the article said, need, she decided to contact the
but religious groups are 'ga-ining. ·Southern Baptist Home Mission
"In fact in whole republics, where Board fQr details.
in com~arison with the situation · ' Today she is office secretary in
before the revolution, the number Portland of the Oregon-Washi~g
of various religious sects has ac- ton Baptist Woman's Missionary
tually in<:reased."
Union and student 9epartment.
Qf,f tring an "explanation," the She wo.rks· in a small :ijaptist
article claimed that under the-' church m Portland . •
Czar of Russia before the ComP .S. Editor John J . Hurt qf the ,
munist revolution ·"non-Orthodox Christian Index here has corrected
sects were persecuted, while the the mistake.
'
' rSoviet constitution gives freedom
A wrong address.
to all."
Or was it?

Facts of ·interest
. • . The first direct communication between the· United States
and South America using the newest com·munications satellite, "Relay,"
took . place Ja~;t. 17. Early Thursday morning, a radio program, featuring comments by Secretary of,State Dean Rusk and Hermes Lima,
foreign minister of Brazil, was beamed from Nutley, N.J., via the space
satellite, to a mobile receiving station outside Rio de Janeiro. .News
dispatches and photographs from Associated Press and United Press
International wer e included in the 20-mimite experiment~
. . . Vice-admira:l Hyman G. Rickover has said that schooling in
the United States' lags behind that of Russia. A comprehensive study
of the Russian elementary-school system shows that b~ the fourth grade
every child has been exposed to a . vocabulary of 10,000 words, whereas
children in the United States are limited deliberately to 1,500 words.
Russian elementary pupils go to classes ·six days a week for ten months,
compared with our five-day week for nine months (less usually three
weeks for vac~tions). .
1
•.. George M. Fister, M.D., president of the American Medica
Association gives the following facts about the progress of medicine
in this nation: Four and one-half million Americans are alive today
who would be dead if the mortality rate of 25 years ago still prevailed.
For the first time in our history, life expectancy for Americans has exceeded the biblical three score and ten years; it now stands at 70.2 years.
Eighty per cent of the drugs commonly prescribed today were unknown
just ten years ago. The United States has made more important drug
discoveries in the last two decades than all the rest of the world combined, or seven times &s many as the next leading country.

Mercy killing rapped
BERLIN (EP)-A statement
implicitly condemning "mercy killing" in the cases of deformed babies caused by the drug Thalido, mide was issued here by the Council of the Evangelical Church in
Germany (EKID).
The c o u n c i 1 declared that
Chdst's injunction regarding the
"least of these" forbids any discrimination a g a i n s t even the
"weakest and most miserable" human creatures.
"The, church must w,itness to the
world in word and deed t)le inviolability of all human life as laid down
in the Fifth Commandment," the
statement said. It declared that
"the physician's task is to heal and
preserve but not destroy life."

Donate, to Graham
BERLIN (EP) Collections
taken in Germany during the Universal Week of Prayer spons0red
by the World's Evangeli-cal Alliance, traditionally held during the
first week in January, were earmarked . to finance the crusade
U. S. Evangelist Billy Gt:aham is
sch~duled to cop.du•c t in German
cities next summer.
A central committee for the
metropolitan campaigns has been
set up oy the Alliance. Serving
as general secretary is the Rev .
Peter Schneider of Berlin, w:ho
aced as interpreter for Dr. Graham
when he conducted rallies at Essen,, Hamburg and Berlin in 1960.
Mr. Schneider is secretary of the
German YMCA.
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